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one of my favorite postures for awakening the senses is setu bandha sarvangasana, says yoga
journal contributor claudia cummins. this beginning backbend strengthens the legs and hips,

massages the spine, and opens the heart. methodical practice of this asana also offers an
opportunity to explore the body and its movements with attention and care. in the process, the mind

is calmed and the body becomes energized, leaving the practitioner feeling revitalized and
refreshed. some other names for vrischikasana are:cobra pose,cobra posture,half cobra,half

headstand,half headstand,pineapple pose,priyankaasana,seal pose,seal posture.vrischikasana is a
basic pose in theasanas(postures) of modern yoga. the primary goal of the posture is to improve

posture and strengthen the back muscles. it is a basic exercise that helps in stretching and
strengthening the muscles of the back and legs. the posture is created by placing one of the hands
on the forehead or the forehead itself on the ground. the upper body is then placed slightly forward
of the body in a more or less vertical position. this position is called vrischikasana. a dominant pose
in many yoga forms, especially the hatha sequence, half-lotusis the basicasana of yoga. it is a vital
part of yogic breathing and a highly effective, efficient and effective method of stretching the entire
spine. hands are used to stretch and activate the back and spinal joints, and to bend the spine in the

direction it is meant to be able to go. the pose provides a sense of balance to the entire body. this
pose is a relatively simple exercise. it is highly beneficial to increase flexibility of the spine, improve

posture and strengthen the back muscles.
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